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The thnll')' or ac11UerinR' Is developed lrom fil'lt JninciJJkl with ll.rict ouention to the question olthe
prepamtion of the 1tate vector olthe l)'lllem oppratniatc to a deiCI'iption of ICIIttcrlng. The connection
between the preiiCht formulation and tlac more convenl.iorual interaction repraentation and S matrix
pra..:ntations is traced. The wave matrix of M,lller il iDtroduced ahd the existence ol bound 1tate1 is dilcuued in connection with it. A number of applic:atioal to rather involved proceue1 are dill:ullld. Fbaally,
the problem of sell-energies iu.. field.tbeon:tic ICI.tteriq c:alculatioas isll"'!&ted.

L INTRODUCTION

-TH! ;~~~c:!
:~~n~ i=~;Zef=~~~
h1
is discussed

numerous textbooks. Nevertheless, there

does not appear to be a unified. treatment of scattering

theory which proceeds from fundamental quantum·
mechanicaJ principles and which is of sufficient generality to cover most cases of interest. The present work
represents an attempt to fill this deficit. There are very
few new results, but the point of view of the presentation
is somewhat new.
· The material to be presented is the outg.rowth of a
series of lectures on special topica in quantum mechanics given by the authors during the Spring Quarter
(1952) at the Unive~ty of Chie:ago.
The closest parallel to our development is to be found
in the work of Lippmann and Schwinger.'

In the case to be comidered tint, the major problem
is the characterization. of the state vector of the system
and ita development from some 1011: of initial configuration.. Tbe fact that the interaction, V, is always present,
but nevertheless the physical procesa is to be described
in tenns of the non interacting state vecton, nec:es~itates
a very careful discussion of this point.
The Schriklinger equation (with A taken as unity) for
the system with interaction is
(2.1)
Let us -denote by •~CI>••r' 8 " the stationary state
solutions (normalized to unity) of the Scbrlklinpr
equation in the ahlence of interaction:

iii+(I)/81•K+(().

(2.2)

We shall discuss the calculation of the differential
cross section for scattering from state • 1 to state •~
D. DERIVATION OF THE TRANSITION PROBABILITY ca.used by the intera.ction Y. The "ini~ial state"
serves to characterize the actual state 'ff1 of the real
. In a quantum-mechanical description of scattering, system, We may, knowing ift1, find the rate of increase,
a system of two (or more) colliding parts is governed during the time of the scattering, of the probability
by a Hamiltonian H that includes interaction between that the real system is one of the "final states''+,.
them. We imagine, at least in simple cases, that H is
Suppose that we examine the transition rates at time
split into two parts, whieh we shall call K and V, auch 1-0. It is necessary to represent mathematically the
that if K were the entire Hamlltonian the colliding way in which the state 'ff1 has been prepared during
parts would have the same internal structure but would times 1<0, for example by directing an approximately
suffer no scattering. The question we ask then is the collimated, approximately monoergic beam of particles
followinr : What is the r&te of transition from one such. at a scattering center. One might try a model in which,
noninteracting state to another? From the transition at some time T in the distant past, the system was in
rate, cross sections may be computed i,n the well·known the "free" state tt1, so that 91 (t)-.-wcr-r~ct1 (T).
way.
,
However, undesirable transients are introduced into the
There are many problems, pa.rticulally in the non- temporal dependcacc of 11'1 by the ...,.,bat unphylinl
relativistic domain, in whieh the separation of H into assumption that the train of incident waves is releued
K and Y is trivial. K may be the kinetic energy or the all at once at time T. Rather, ohe must repreiODt the
kinetic energy plus the potential energy between a pair incident train as fed in OWl' a period of time in the
of particles, In any case, so far as the continuous past, using a 9 1 that is a sum or averqe over T of the
spectrum is concerned, the eigenvalues of K and H ones sugpsted above. For m.&DCe c;-ne muld take
are the same and there is no question of aelf-energies or 9c(()u
of renonnalization. I:or the present we lhall consider
such simple systems, postponing to Sec. V the discussion
of the more oomplicated situations that arise in. the r' dl'r<BC<-r">+t(TJ or r'
case of quantized liclds where tho concept of no.
interacting l)'lteml is rather obscure.
with ~ allowed to approach
at the end of the
calcUlation. We lball adopt tbe lonn tllat io moot
~ aadJ. Sdnriapr, Pll)'lo Jle¥. 79, ol69 (lNO),

•s

r.

r:dl'r,.<'""+t(TJ,

+•
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convenient mathematlcally;

9/Cd(')-e

Again, c

1

namely,

~~dTc•~'r'"',_"~J(T),

will be allowed to approach

+a~~

and thus for the 1tate vector at 1•0 we bl.ve tbt
expression,
(2.J)

(2.10)

in the

Instead o! the ooq>licit !onnula (2.10) it wW be cooveaieat to use the implicit relation,

cva1uation of cross sections; but care mUJt be exercised
in passing to ~he limit since there is another limiting
process to be perfonned. Our •'• are normalized to
unity in a large region of linear dimension Land volume
L1 • 2 We must remember that " or its equivalent r',
correspondinus it doea to the lenRth of the incident
wave train divided by the group velocity o, m&y not

exceed

/~r1 •

When. .-1 and L both tend to infinity,

quantities proportional to r 1L_. will tend to zero.
It may be objected that we have unnecessarily
restricted our choice of an average by taking the
phases' of contributions from Various tbnea T •to be
equal i that is to say, we have not comidered IUch an
esprasionu

• {dTc•r,.-urce-r>e'-CI'Ifi1(T),

parts of the incident wave train over the length of
time
corresponds physically to incoherence of those
parts and would be incompatible with the condition
that the energies in the beam be within I! of E 1•
Let us now proceed to the fonnal computation of
transition rates. The probability that the l)'ltem is in
ltate~J,at, time 1 is

,-t

,.~(()•IJ.,(I)I'Nr',

and

1~<•>-(~~o,(()i••<•>>

Equation (2.3) tells us,~t

.

9 (')•e-IH'-----:-fo,,
l!+i(H-EJ)

Since .;, is an eigenfunction of K it satisfies
(11-E1 1

>• -v,.,,

1

~~o1 (o>-•.+---v•,

E1-K+h

I

1

+-V---V•J+···,
E,-K+H B,-K+h

(2.12)

(2.10) aad (2.11).
Using (2.11), we see that

whe"'

I
fq(0)-1,,+---.R,,(o),
E1-&+se

(2.13)

R.,(•l·<••IVIf',(O)).

(2.1f)

Tbe form (2.1~) is useful because it exhibits the nature
of the singularity in j,1 when B 1•B1 and e tends to 0.
In order to aee that R 11 (e) behaves 1m00thJy with

:C~:Otoe:i;!:~orwe9:;' (~t~1U::!;!:

(2.4)
/:
( 2.S) , IIOlutioa (2.12). The Green's function,
I
GC+>(E1)- l i m - - - ,
(2.6)
.-o+ E,-K+il!

N1 -(~~o,(t)illo,(()).
(We have suppressed the index e attached to the state
vector.) The nonnalization N 1 is independent of time
because the Hamiltonian is Hennitian.

..

obtained from (2.10) by algebraic manipulation. U V
is to be treated as a small perturbation, one ua the
power oerleo expanoion ol (2.10) or (2.11),

which also serves to\:sbow the connection between

·with a(T) neither equal to nor finally tending to a
constant. But it is clear tha.t a variation in phase of the

where

(2.11)

(2.7)
(2.8)

(2.9)

(2.15)

appean only between V's and never acts directly on an
eigenfunction of K. In field-theoretic applications. one
must d~ the energy dependence of R,J(•) more
carefully (see Sec. V). However, we must not apply the
limit on • to Ru(E) directly since, on account of the
normalization of the 4t1s1 Ri'/(t) is proportional to L_.
and the two limits must be taken together. (For the
aake of simplicity, we shall trmt the quantization
volume as it would appear in a reaction in which two
particles collide and two partidce emerge. U there
are more than two particles in the final state, •PPJ'O"
priate factOn of volume must be inserted. None of our
conclusions are modified by this tomplication.)
We will take it for granted fmm now OD that

lim R,(I)L'•Giu

·-··

£-•
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In order to compute time
we will write

derivative~

of j 11 at ,.0,

j.,(l)•(<l>•l·"·---·"l'i',(O)),

(2,16)

which yields at once

j,,C•>(O)•i"(.p,l (E,-H)"I'i',(O)).

(2.17)

For the transition rate we need only

j.,(oJ--iR,1(,).

It is clear that the single state j wnsidered as a
possible final state wUl contribute nothing to the
density of final states; nevertheless, the rate of change
of WJI is of importance when considered as the rate of
depletion of the initial state.
From the fact that the normalization is preserved in
time it is clear that the rate of decrease of w11 is given
precilely by the rate of tr_ansition into all other states
iFf~ j. U we set i- j in Eq. (2.19) we obviously obtain

(2.18)

N;..11]
•2lmRII(<l+~IRII(•)I'·
dl
,_,
•

From (2.13) ond (2.18) wo hove

] . •26.,ImRu(•)
[..:_1/.,(1)1'
dl
....

2.
+ (E,-E,)'+_.IR.,(•)I'·

(2.19)

.....o+),

We a.re now in a position to deal with the normalizap
tion N 1 of the state vector. Since the t;s are a complete
set of states,

I

2r

-2 Imm11/L'•-:!: -I m.,l'<l(E,-E.),
L 1 ,.1L1

.,

(2.20)
Using (2.19) and (2.20), and the fact that N 1 is con-:
sta.nt in_ time, we see that

(2.26)

Now in the limit of .L-eo (and thus e--.o+) the second
term is vanishingly small in comparison to the tint
tCrm. [see discussion following Eq. (2.15)]. We have
thus deduced the weU~known theorem (in the limit

.
2

(2.27)

E uv-·-- Immu .

ICwenowcomputeN1 from (2.13) and (2.20), weo~tain

So far we have made use only of f 01 (0) and /;;(0). An
examination of higher derivatives is not neceua.ry for
the calculation of cross sections, but sheds some light
on the meaning of our ,mathematical description of
scattering. A discussion of the second derivative of wv
suffices to Ulustrate the point. One finds easily that

2
1
N,•l+-ImRu(•J+:!:----IRu(<ll', (2.22)

4'--/Rv(e)/ 1 /
NJW,1(0)"!"ej&o12ImRu(e)+-(E,-E,)'+<'

2·

2 ImR11(•)+:!: ----IR.,(•)I'•O.

o (E1-E;)1+e'

•

(2,21)

• (ErEJ'+"

and, simplifying with the use of (2.21),

N,=H(l/•) ImRII(•).

(2.23)

We may remark that Ru(e) ......L--4 and thus the double
limiting process makes N 1 tend to 1.
Now the differential cross section for the transition
j-+i is equal to the transition rate divided by the flux
vL-*, where v is the r;elative velocity of the colliding
systems. Except for the single state j, to be discuS&ed
afterward, we have for each i the following expression
for the differential cross section, using (2.19):
2•

,.,. ;,"!;;. (E,-E.)'+)R.,(•)I'L'r'.

(2.24)

Now the factor in parentheses tends_ to 2ra{E,-Ei}
which is to be interpreted as 2r times the density in

!~~:. fi:nlu~~::::t~~t :~e~11~1j1 th~c~:f~:ti~:
momentum space per unit energy about state i is "'''
then the denaity of !inal states is L~, a.nd we -ha~

ffu-2rl m,,j'w.r1•

2e(&-E1) ImVvR.~•(e) 2e' ReV,,Rv•(e)
(E,-E,)'+<'
(E,-E,)'+" . (2•28)

+

For any finite value of t, this expression is a perfectly
well behaved function of energy. Consequently, if one
computes tboJ(l) approximately as

N ,W.,(I)~N,[tb.,(O)+w.,(OJ+ .. · ],

(2.29)

one sees by comparing (2.19) and (2.28) that the second
term is of order 1111 compared to the first term. Thus for
times less than ~~~- 1 , tb;;(t)~tbu(O).
From the preceding discussion it has become clear
that for practical purposes one may ignore the compli-cations of the double limiting processes and deal with
the state vector 1/11<+> obtained by Jetting t tend to O,
w~ich evidently satisfies

J/li+J••J+GI+>(E1)V1/1'1c+J.

(2.30)

Cross sectioDI can be computed from the. quantities
R 01 ~(.,e.,l

V/#l+l)

(2.31)

in a.n obvious way. It is evident from (2.28) that p,c+J
(2.25) 1aan eigenatateol the total Hamiltonian with eigenvalue
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E;. It is the conventional stationary solution of the
scattering problem corresponding to an "incoming
wa.ve"f/JI• ·
'
Although it is useful to work with !/I/+', it is necessary
to exercise care on account of its singular character
when expressed in terms of •'1. For exampleJ the
operator K is not Hermitian when it appean between
4J1 a.nd !/IJ'+I, since they satisfy different boundary
conditions at infinity. Rather,

to 1, obtaining

iiJU(I, t.)/CU-e'1ny,-'<«+r'Ut-"l,..-4'•..,

k!U(I, lo)/11- V(I)U(I,It),

(3.10)

lntegraW,.. both lideO of (3.10) from .; to 1, we hove

(K.,I,_,C+>)-((>,IK"',<+>)-((>,1 VI"',<+>), (2.32)

ill. S MATRIX FORMALISM

In this section we shall outline the connection between the preceding discussion and the .formalism of
the intera.etion representation; the introduction of
Heisenberg's S matrix' then follows in a natural way,
as pointed out by Scbwinger.t Our d~ent will be
similar to that of Lippmann and Schwinger,' though
dift'eren.t in point of view.
Starting again with the Schr&iinger equation (2.1),
we· remove, in the usual way, the time dependence of
the state vector auoclated with K by a unitary transfor-. "1ation to the interaction representation. Let

(3.9)

which we may rewrite with the aid of (3.3) and (3.8) aa

U<•.lt'J-;-{vv(()U(f,lt).

(3.11)

u(~t,)-I+;J."vu(~()V(().

(3.12)

The formal solutions of (3.11) and (3.12) by iteration
can be written, with the aid of Dyson'l orderin&:
operation,• as
U(l, 1,)-

(up[-;f~dJ'V(()])+•

(3.13)

and

uc•.lt'J-(~~J."vv<fl]),

(3.14)

(3.1)
According to our defi~ition, the interaction repreaen~
tation reduces to the Schrlklinger reptUCDtaticm at
time t-o. The new state vector satislia

klfl'(l)/81- V(I)V(I),

(3.2)

V(l)=e~K•y,-ur•.

(3.3)

where
We introduce the unitary operator U(l, lo) such that
~'(1)-

U(l, 1,)~'(10)

(3.4)

lor each solution ~'(I) of (3.2). U(l, t,) hao two obvious
p<Opertiea thet should be noted:

U(l,l)-1,

"9(1)-rUJ<,.,.,.,.,(I.t).

(3.7)

llrom (3.1) end (3.4) it is then clear thet
U(,, t.)-,ur'r'<K+r'l(l-lt>r'«".

(3.8)

~enns

of quantities in the interaction re(1rcaentation, we differentiate (3.8) with respect

z. Jb Aik'f£o~~{j ~~l(t~). SZ,
1

1107 (1937); W. llcieenbefl.

'1·~-.~Rn.7<,1<39(10<8).'Sooaloo~1.

.

-;J.'t~t'V(I')- -iJ.'t~~p••v,-uc••.

"

(3.6).

Let us exhibit some explicit form.ulu for U(l, la).
Firat, we may uae our knowledge of the time dependence

To express U(l,lo) in

It is customary to. introduce operators such as
U(l, - oo) by allowing 1o to approach - .. in such
equations as (3.11)-(3.14). That it is not completely
straightforward to do &O becomes clear if we try to
substitute 10 - - ao into Eq. (3.8). However, we are
laced with no great mystery. The integrals in (3.11)(3.14) may be exemplifi<d by the second term in the
upansionof (3,13):

(3.5)

U(l, to)- U(l, I~U(I', t,).

ol~(l):

respectively, where the symbol ( )+ means that the
terms in the poWer series development are to be ordered
with the functions of earliest times standing to the
right and ( )- indicates ordering in the opposite seose.

(3.15)

The limit as lt tends to - oo of a matrix element of this
operator will exist only if the limit is defined in such a
way that osciJiatory terms are made to vanish at - oo,
But with respect to such a limiting process, the limit
of Eq. (3.8) will have meaning as well, as we shall see.
:Moreover, the work of the preceding section hal
already provided us with a suitable limiting process.
Let us transform. the state vector 'l'j<.,(l) of Sec. II
to the interaction
uoing (3.1). We obtain

.._,.tion

ft/C•I(I)•~'rut••f dTe•r-,mr,-.no.h

--1

-

F.].Il)wla,Plly&.lln'. 7S.W(JN9).

(3..16)

which we

l\\,\)'

writt't using (J.8), a&
(3.17)

The operator U(O, -oo}, which we shall call Ql+l, ia
clearly the one that forms the singular wave-function
matrix of :M~ler:•

(of>,IO'+'iof>,)=(>I>Mi+').

Now
(3.18)

i1 an example of the kind of limiting prottss we need.
If/ possesses a genuine limit as T-- co, the L opera·
tion yields the same one; but iff oscUla tea as T-+-oo,
the L operation gives 0. So we will take

U(l,-

oo)~ lim

•J'

.-o• -

4To••U(I, T).

U(O,

+ oo )•o<-t

(3.28)

carriea ., into lhe eigenstate of the total Hamiltonian
corresponding to 9 1 as an outgoing wave:

(3.19)

In an analogous way, we define

(3.27)

Acting on the state f/J~o it produces that eigenstate of the
total Hamiltonian, corresponding to 9J as an incident
wave. Similarly the operator

n<-l.pi-y,,c-~,..

lim

.

~,.

(3.29)

,-o• e-i(H-E1)

Instead_of (2.28), we have for Y,J'-1 the equation

U(oo,l)-lim•J."4Tc••U(T,I),

,_,. '

(3.20)

etc. All the relations are now true that can be obtained
by setting ( or lo equal to ± 110 aa in the integral equa·
tions of the interaction representation. One may show,
for example, that Eq. (3.11) does have the limiting
fonn

U(l, -oo)-1-i[dJ'V(I')U(t, -oo).

(3.21)

oJ!J'-I=.PI+GC-I(EJ)V-fJH,

(3.30)

I
Gl-l(E,)= lim - - - .
.-o• E,- K-it

(3.31)

where

Let us now establish the properties of the U matrices
with infinite arguments that correspond to Eq. (3.6)
for finite times. It can easily be seen from (,l.S) and
(3.20) that, for example,

U(oo,t)=U(oo,O)U(O,I),
It is well known that in"'the-notation of the interaction
representation Heisenberg's S matrix takes the form
U( 110, -110 ). It is clearly a matter of indifference at
this point whether we define S by applying the two
limiting processes (3.19) and (l20) to U(l, to) or by
applying to (3.21) any limit that will give the usual
meaning to the oscillatory integrals, so &S to obtain

(3.32)

and thus by (3.19)

U(oo, -oo)=U(w,O)U(O, -oo).

(3.33)

Now U(co,-co) isS and U(O,-co) is
U( 110, 0) remains to be discussed.
Equations (3.5) and (3.6) tell us that

Ql+), but

U(l, I,)U(I,, 1)- U(I.I)U(t, to)-1.

(3.34)

Since the U's are unitary for finite times, we have

U(I,I,)-U(to,l)t.
We may now substantiate the claim that sensible
results follow from allowing lo to tend to - oo in Eq.
(3.8) according to the rule (3.19), If we use ~e com·
pleteness relation,

(3.+J)

U(±oo,O)=U(O,±oo)t.

.

• ,•a:•rwr+YI• Jim E ------:?1)(;1• (3.24)
,-o• 1e+i(II-E1)
Tn view ot l~q. (2.8) and the discussion at the end of
Sec. II, we ho.vc

U(o,- oo)-I:; ~i+'Xof>J,

or

(3.25)

(3.36)

So Eq. (3.33) may be rewritten

we find that U(l, - 110) can be expressed in the fonn
U(l,-oo)

(3.35)

If we apply either of the limits (3.19} or (3,20} to the
relation (3.35), it remains unchanged, and thus

(3.37)

We must still investigate such products as
U(- oo, O)U(O, - oo ). But Eqs. (3.23) and (3.36) yield
at once
U(-oo, O)U(O,

-oo)-n<+III}C+I
- :r:,,,;J<y,,c+>!"'i+lx•,
- I:• o.Xo•-1

(3.38)

(l. 26) Cl 23: ~~~;:\~~1, Danako V'lden.U.b. SelMab. Mat.-lya. ltttdd.
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with the use or the limiting nonna1ization to unity of
the Y,;C+>, Similarly,

Eq. (2.21) and the analogous equation involving the
incoming wave state vectors Y,!-l may be made the

(3.39)

basis of such a proof.' We shall proceed from the
connection between the S matrix and the
oper·
aton [Eq. (3.39)]. We have

U(~,O)U(O, ~)-a<->!g<->•1.

However, the O's are not necessarily unitary, since
o<±>gc±>t-E~J/! 1 C.Je.>XJ/!,c±l

(3.40)

is not necessarily 1. If there are bound states among
the eigenstatcs of II, that is, states of energy less than
that of any eigenstate of K with the same symmetry
quantum numben, then the !J-/Zl arc not a complete
set, and (3.40) may be restated as

{lC:I.JQC:t:lt-1- I:. ojJJ{!J-.,
where the

(3.41)

1/1. are the bound states, aatisfying

In order to verify direct!: what is implicit in the
preceding equations, namely,

as well as that

.

(lC±lt~J--= .~. t±i(K-E) '

(3.45)

where 'f is any eigenfunction of II with eigenvalue E.
For a bound state, K-E can never vanish, since K
has no eigenvalues as low as E; hence· the relation
(3.43). For a state in the continuum, we have

~<=>=(1-G<:>(E)V)¥-<±l=</1

•--<O't±i(K-E)

(3.~0);

(3.46)

hence the relation (3.44).

The matrix elementS· of the S matrix may be com·
puted as follows: From (3.24) and (3.25) we find that
U(l, -oo)-e 1 K 1 'E;c 1111'!/li<+lX•~~

(3.41)

and so

V(l)U(l, -oo}•I;.-.;q,~(q, 1 !eHB;-B;ltV!J-;CHXq, 1 , (3.48)
Substituting into (3.22), we have

S•l-'E~. 1 </1;)2ri(E0 -E;)R;J{</Ih

(3.49)

S;1;.., (</I;! S j ~;)"" 0;1- 2ri&(Eo- E1)R;;.

(3.50)

~~~tlj~;9~n:~=~~:gd~~~ti:n ~~t::ed

(3.53)

The remainder of the proof is as follows:
sst-oHo<+lQ<+ltn<:..,

•1-n<->t!: • .;.x.;.n<-> •I,

(3.54)

by substituting

Our tint example is a discussion of a scattering
process in which there are two potentials acting.
Problems which fall into this category are the scattering
of particles under the combined infiuence of Coulomb'
and nuclear forces (the actual case of the Coulomb field
requires a detailed discussion of phase factors, etc.,
which may be carried out explicitly and which, in fact,
yields results identical with those to be di!CUssed
below•); bremsstrahlung, where one has a Coulomb
field as well as interaction with the radiation field; the
analogous problem of meson production in nucleon·
nucleon collisions; the photoelectric effect; etc. Problems involving two potentials to which the impulse
approximation is applied are best discussed in a slightly
different way.' The motivation for our approach is
evidently that it may be advantageous to treat one of
the potentials exactly and the other approximately;
(urthennore, as will be mentioned below, the nature of
the physical question being asked introduces a possible
ambiguity into the mathematics.
At first sight the whole discussion might appear to be
trivial: One would merely replace the basic set of states

:;~:~=~:s ';;'{';~~ :h~~ 0:, 5i~:e x:r~i~~ ~~
:~~~t~~e~b:! ~::i~ :a~e:x;::~~~:e

fu:!:ns

(xj V!.pc+J),

~:::: ~~~T~~~~:CtCi.."'R!:.0:~~(1912)l~~:~f!!

s,1- (4td oc->fUC+J! </11)

-coc-1</lolD1+1</Ii)-("'•H I~J-,H>).

since OH produces a state Y,H which is orthogonal to
the .;• .'
IV. EXAMPLES

let us use (3.16), (3.19), and (3.20), which yield

by Eqs. (2.28) and

~: ~:~(~.t1)~~~:':::o~::::;~~~~~~.'t!~'!

'#'.. Thus we have completed one--half of the proof:

(3.43)
(3.44)

lim

(3.52)

The second tenn is effectively ~ro. since n<+l operating

StS•I.
(3.42)

0'*'¥.-0,

D'*'

sts-nc+>tnHnc-lto<+l
-n<+> >[I-!: • .;.x.;.]J<+>
a 1-a<+>ti;• .;.x.;.n<+>,

(.1.51)

f:':.~:fn!:r~i'!:.1!~J::i'rat1c'!::i::\~d,~i!'mofm~~

:!!:t

Our f;nal task is to prove that the S matrix is unitary. of .J.t~= and M. L. Goldbtrvcr, ~ Rtv. 87,899 (19S2).
This .l!'ay be done in a variety of ways. Foeexampl~, , • G. F. CAew and M. L. Goldbtf'ler, Phya. Rn. 87, 778 (19Sl}.
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whl'n: Jt ia tl1c additlonal potential. Let us tee to
what extent aucb a procedure illegitimate.
The. difficulty ariles from the fact tbt the creu
liCctions for the processes mentioned above are c:lauificd.
in tenns of truly noninteracdng final states. Tbe true
state vector is defined by the {ntegral equa.tioa.

(4.7)
Since it is bnportaa.t to realize tbat the original bound·

I

"'·f+'·~.+---(U+V}F.f+J,

B-K+It

(4.1)

"'hue ~.. is an eigenstnt.e of K belonging to energy B.
(The common enclll)' of initial and final states will be
called B.) The probability of transition to another
plane wave ~tate •• is, as we have seen in Sec. n,
proportional to the absolute square of

R.. -(.oiRI•.}-(••1 U+ Vh~.<+>).

(4.2)

x.11

Let ua introduce state vectors analogoua to the .;.c-J
used previously: These are tho solutions x•<-J of the
problem with
defined by
·'

v-o

I
x.<-1·•·+---Vx•<-1•
E-K-14.

(4.3)

Sut.tituting for •• in (4.2) and using (4.1), we 6nct that

R .. -(x,<->j Vjx.<+>)+(x,<->j Uj9.).

:rmc:.~::io:re:!i;' :c:;>~ in..!i'~be~-:
rault.Wewrite
I
,..<+•--.+E-K-U-V+it
(U+n..,

(4.8)

I

x.(+l-•.,+----u-..

This is clearly the quantity of physical interest, the
transition rate into aINU platzi.IDai'C#GII, ... We ahaU
see that in many cases the expression for Ru in Eq.
(4.2) can indeed be written in the form (xfVit+)
alluded to above, but olfly tllilh • IWil4bla dulicc of

boulukJry eonditilms 011

The very implicit dependence of .;.c+l on U may be
made more explicit by. remarking that ~.c+J a1ao
satis&es the equation

E-K-U+it

as in Eq. (2.10). Subtracting, we have, after
manipulation,
I

,..c+l-x.<+l+

E-K-U-V+I•

vx.f+',

~

(4.9)

which "is the solution of (4.7), In the case where V is
amall, Eq. (4.4) becomes approsimately
Ro.<><(x,<-IJ Vjx."'')+(••l Ujx."'1).

(4.10)

Equation (4.10) takes the potential. U into account
emctly as long aa ono is content with 6rst.order
accuracy in V. It is to be noticed that to aec:ond. order
in V there is an additional U dependeDCe, ainc:e
I

(4.4)

.;.,(+b:!;r.f+'+----vx.(+l+·. ·. (4.11)

(4..!)

r++H2p ·one is confronted with a slightly new

(4.6)

problem. One is dealing with an initial atate which,
although it lies in the continuum, is essentially a bound
state. Let ua proceed from fint princip]ea aDd compute
the transition probabij;ty direcdy. We oball keep in
mind, lot the sake of terminology, the proqa ...-+4
-+2~. The physics of the problem leads ..... the .....
vector ....<•1 defined by

It is very easy to show1 tha.t

E-K-U+I•

In the case of the photoelectric effect or the process

(x,<->jUIN-(-'•I.Uix•"''),
where x .. <+l is defined by

I

x.,<+J•c~~ .. +~x.<+J,

E-K+Io

The second tenn in (4.4) is thus simply the scattering
amplitude which would be found even if V were zero,
In many applications this tenn is &erO; for example,
in the case otbremsstrahlung there is a photon in the
final stat and consequently the matrix element will
vanish. It docs not vanish in the case of combined
Coulomb and nuclear scattering. The fint term ahows
that the Camous incoming wave solution11 x•<-1, which
has frequently been a liO\IKe of confusion, appears
quite naturally.

(4.12)
where"'' represent& the product of a plane wave meson
atate vectqr and a bound deuteron ttate vector. ~
liatisfiel the integral eq~tion

(4.13)
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ask {or the rate of transition into a plane wave state
in the usual way:

The common energy of t/1• and ~,t+l is again denoted
by E. We write

-<--

(We must, of course, keep ' finite in order that the
necess.uy p.'lrtial integrations can be carried out.) We
shall evaluate (4.14) at 1-0. As in Sec. II, we obtain

N,tiJ,,- -i(.Pol U+ Vl'i'•'"X<~•i"•''')'+c.c.

1--u.;,IVIf,<+>)

E-K-U-ie

-(<Pol Ulf,<+')+(x,<->i Y!,e.,<+l)

(US)

The ev:~.luation of (~P~J'W".(d) proceeds aa followa: Fint
write if.hl in the form

-(••Ju-1-vJ>~-.<••)

(4.16)

-(<PoiXIf,<+l)'!l.(x,<->iYI>I-.<+') ·

E-K-U+i•

-(.Po!Uif,<+>->'~·

Then

1
<<~•l"·"'>~<<~•lt~+(••J E.-K-UvJt•)
V+i•

1
E.-K-U-V+ie

tiJu-2~l(xo<->!Yi>'•'+>)i>,~(E,-E,).

I>

v,e.,

=(.;.t,e.,>+(•·J-1-.
vJ>~-•)
E.-K+u
+(.;,--1--{U+V)i"·'"-11-•)
E.-K+i•

-(•·/>~-·--~
-w.)
E-K+i•
+(•·/-1-{U+ V)'i','")
E.-K+i•

1

•---(.PoiU+VI'i',"').
E.-E.+ie

R,,-(x,<->1 YI>'•'+>)+(<Pol Ulf~.

(4.17)

(K+U)to•Ew~

(4.18)

where we now "hnagine the limit e-0+ and hence
"~'•'d--~'•'+l. Now we shall transcribe this matrix
element in a manner similar to tho.t used in connection
with (4.2). This time, however, we substitute for ••
from the equation
1

•·'-•-•·+----u;..
E-K-U-ie

(4.19)

(4.21}

It is perhaps worth noting that Eq. (4.21) as well as
the analogous one. for an initial continuum, contained
in (4.4), WbUld not be corred with x•C+I written in
place of ;nH.
As another example of our formalism, we shall
present a rigorous theory of the so-called "pick-up
process.''12 The general category covered by this ex·
ample is considerably broader in that it applies to
rearrangement collisions quite generally. For definiteness, we consider the following idealized problem: A
proton is bound to a fur:ed scattering center by a
potential U and is bombarded by neutrons with energy
E; which interact with the proton through the potential
V. The neutron and proton may be bound together by
V to fonn a deuteron and we wish to compute the
transition probability per unit time for producing
deuterons.
We introduce the state vectors t/lo a1;1d "''' which
satisfy the equations

Proceeding in the now familiar way, we deduce
tiJ,,-2~1<<~•1 U+VIt.<+>)l'o!(E.-Eo),

(4.20)

In the class of examples being considered, where ~' is
the product of a plane wave state and a bound state~
the second term vanishes. Hence the transition probability per unit time becomes

+(<~•J--1-{U+V)
E.-K+i•
x

Finally

(K+Yl-/-1•Eth.

(4.22)

where 1/10 represents the initially bound proton and
incident neutron and"'" the deuteron (with its center
of gravity motion). itC•l, the complete state vector of
the system, can be seen from the physical boundary
conditions to be the solution of the integral equation

""'-~·+E~-K-U+;,
1
V.."' '
II

(4.2.1)

G. F. Chew and M. L Goldberpr. Ph)'lo Rev, 77,100 (1950).
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lor 1/1(+), we have

namely,

"''''~~.+

1

Et-K-U-V+ie

v~..

(4.24)

a

NoW.ro•;f(>l',elC£r-K-U-VHJ"'!•l)f',

(t,J UJ~<+>)
1
-<~1 1Uifo)+(;.,/u
v/~·)
·
E-K-U-V-ie

The transition probability of interest is given by
(4.25)

-(t,IUI~o)

1
+(1!.-K-U-V-le
u;.,J VI~•>·

which we again comp~te at 1•0. We find that

Now.

N,w,.- -1(~,1 Ul'i''")(~Ji"'"')'+e.e.

(4.26)

(~,Ji"")

"''-'="',+E-K- V-i• Ut<->,

-<~,1~·>+1;.,/
1
v/;.•)
\' Eo-K-U-V+ie

1

f<->.;,,+E-K-U-V-i•u;,,.

1

(4.33)

Thus (4.31) may be written, using (4.33) in the second
tenn, as

c;.,J uw+•J=(f<->J Vl...,i+<~,l ul~·>
-(~,J

VIto).

{4.34)

The last two tenns lead to the surface integral discussed after Eq. (4.28) and may be dropped. Hence
we have proved that

~(;.,J;.,)+---({;.,IVIfo)

E;-E1+ie

+(;.,JUI"'''')-(;,,JUJ;,,)}. (4.27)
From Eqs. {4.22) We find that
(;,,IVIfo)-(;,,JUI~o)

(E,-E,)(fJifo)- ({K;,,j",)-(;,,J Kif,)),

(4.32)

namely,

+(;.,/· Eo-K-U+it
1
uE-K-U-V+ie
1
v/;.•)

=

(4.31)

We now define a new -atate -vector '/lc-> which is the
eolutionof
1

(4.28)

(hi Uj~<+>)·(~<->J Vj4'}.

(4.35)

This new form for the transition matrix element is the
one which one would guess for the result. The reciprocity relationship expressed by (4.35) is the analog of
a similar one quoted in Eq. (4.5).

The second tenn in (4.26) reduces to a surface integral

which vanishes in the limit of infinite quantization
volume. Thus

1
(f,J'i'''')=---,------:-{f,l Uj'i''").

E;-E,+ie

(4.29)

We find immediately that
w,.=2•1(~1 J Uj;,<+>)J'd(E,-E1),

(4.30)

in the limit e-o+, IJ1C•l~C+l, We shall not discuss
various methods of approximation which have been
devclored to evaluate (4.30); this will be taken up in
a separate paper by one of us _(M.L.G.) in collaboration
wit.h Chew. 11
The fonn of Eq. (4.30) would seem to be somewhat
surprising, in that it is not at all the result one would
intuitively write down. The interaction V between the
projectile and the bound particle is buried in a compli~
catcd way. It is not difficult, however, to deduce from
(4.30) a. more na.turnl looking result, Calling the
common energy E, and aubstituting tho explicit lorm

G.1~~'t~~onanj\~t\;~ ~idt ~:/!.a~!=m~nn~~i'!!)~tly

by

V. SELF-ENERGIES

So far we have restricted ourselves to the consideration of Hamiltonians in which the interaction V induces
a negligibly small shift of the energy levels in the
continuous spectrum. But in order to discuss, for
example, a theory of quantized fields, we must deal
with the question of self·energies that are not infini~
tesimal. (The fact that for elementary particles without
extension they often turn out to be infinite is without
significance for our treatment; we may keep in mind,
as an example of a finite theory, that of electrons and
phonons in a lattice.)
Let us suppose, then, that the eigenva1ues of the
total Hamiltonian Hare E,. while those of the portion
K of the Hamiltonian that we have chosen to call
11(ree" or 11 unperturbed" are S,.; that is,
(K+~.-E..,.

(5.1)

(5.2)
For aimplicity, we will assume that there arc no bound
atatea in either case.
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Now it is essential to note that the energy of the
colliding systems, even at infinite separation, is nm
given by the &. of the "initial" state, but by B,.. (For
instance, the energy of two distant electron~ at rest il
not the sum of their mechanical masses, but of their
tqtal massea, and this includes a contribution from the
intera~.·tion with the electro~gnetie field.) Now in
order to describe the scattering process correctly, one
must :l&iign Lo the incident train ill correct frequency,
and thus K must be modified formally 10 as to make
ita energy spectrum...coincide with that of K+ V before
it can be used as in Sec. n.
If 4. i~ defined by

6.-B.- &.,

(5..1)

and the opera.tor 4 by

or, usiag (5.9),

.. IYI•M

R~<·>-<

+(..I<V-6J
I
(Y-6,)1·~>
.
B,+6,-K-Y+Io
-llJ~.

(5.11)

Now we kDOw that as .-1and L tend to infinity, R,J(t)
must tend to 0 since otherwise the crou aection would
be infinlte, or at lealt dependent on the nonnalization
volume. Hence for an interaction V that produces level

lhiltl which an not lnfiaitelbul, the term 4tlfl muet
be canceled by a. portion of the other two tama OD the
riaht-bancl aide of (5.11). Thus tl!e ...,.......,

6-!: ••.)6.(••,
then

(K+6) ..-B.....
We ma.y now write

(5.6)
and apply the methods of Sec. II in full, Iince the new
interaction (V-4) produce~ no energy shift.
In place of Eq. (2.11) we have

"'''"(O)-o>i+

I

B,-(K+6)+io

(Y-6)..1<•>(0), (5.7)
.

X

I
(Y-6,)1o~,), (5.12)
Erl-41-K-Y+it

must be of the fonn of an infinitaimal plus a term
proportional to &01 that doel not vanish. u r-tO and L
tend to infinity.lt lathe latter tenn that Pirenoe refen
to as a "tringuliuity." If we Ule the eymbol W(P11>. to
mean the "singularity" in F,1 at l-.j then the aclfenergy .. detennined by the ..Jation

and in place of (2,10),

In virtue of (5.3) and (5.4), we may write (5.8) in the
fonn
'
1

"'"''(0)···

&,+6,-K-Y+Io

(Y-6,,.,.

(5.9)

It is clear, then, that the computation·of 'flJ requires a
knowledge only of 4J and not. of the energy ahiftl of
the other states.
·\
The question of the determination of 4 1 has been
discussed by Pirenne;14 la.tcr he has shown11 that his
approach is fully equivalent, in the case of Quantum
electrodynamics, to the covariant mass renonnalization
procedure usually adopted in rec:cnt years. We will base
our remarks on his ideas,
We DOte fint that the R matrix element from which
cto111 section~ nrc computed, is, by analogy with Eq.

X

I

11,+6,-K-Y+io

(Y-6 1)lo>;>l· (5.13)

Equation (5.13) may be solved for 6 1 by the uoc of
perturbation theory in V or by other means if they an:
available.
In order to exhibit the ral.ity of 4 1, which la certaialy
not apparent fiOID (5.13), let us revirite Eq. (5.11) in
the form

Ru<•>-<,.IYI•n+I: R.oR,.•. -6,1~. (5.14>
tE,-E.+tt
Taking the diagonal elemeat and allowina: • to approach 0, we have ·

(2.14), given by

R.,(•)•(-1<1 Y-61"'/"(0))
-(o><l Y-6•1"'/''(0)),

:J: r4:::: ~ ~.t~'h~~1948).

(5.10)
when: P means prindpol YOiue, But by anslogy 10
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may write
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l'..i. (:? ..!!•, W•' ··.1n show that

2 ImR11 --2rE,.IR1,1'6(B1-E,),
and hence

(5.16)

(5.15) bec:vrneo

IR,,,.
•E,-E, (5.17)

ReRu+A,-(.,1 Vi•n+P I:--.

The· 11singularity" in the right-hand aide of (5.17) l1
the pa.rt that does not vaniah for inAnite normalizing
volume and is equal to
The remainder is infi:niteaimal and equal to ReR1• Thuoln place of
we

4,.

(5.13)
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I

A,- W <••!Viol,)
+(•,lev-A,> I,+A,-K-V
P . cv-A,>I•~))· cs.1s>
Itianowclearhowtocomputeanyquantityofphytical
interat in the cue where there are ~elf-cnergiel. U the
tranaition to a covariant fonnalilm il made, our

.......roo rOmain pertinenL
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The Energy-Momentum Tensor of the Electromagnetic Field inlilde Metter
N. L. BAI.AD•
lhlblilt IruliJ.-.ftN .._.__ Sll#ll.#, .Dullltt,l"'-4
(lleceived December 15, 19.52)
Two different en~rgy..momeotum tensor• have been propoled to describe the elec:tt'OIDipetk: field 1ulde
matter. Abrabarn sugge~ted a symm~trk tentor while Mlnkowaki's tensor II nouymmetric. With lhl aid
ol a thought uperimcnt It is shown here that only the symmetric teDior satisfia tJte momentum CGIIMI'fttion and center-of·ID&II thedmas simultaneoully.

T~!~cs ~f~~~=a~~~hinist:t~~fs:

factorily settled. This problem is the foUowing. The
well-known connections in vacuum between the electric
and magnetic field vectors E and H, the electromagnetic
energy fiux 81 and the momentum density g are
S~c(EXH), g- (1/c)(EXH). From these expressiono
it follows that the .energy·momentum tensor Ti~o(l, AI
•l, 2, 3, 4) of the field in vacuum is symmetrical,
since the space part is symmetfica.l and the time parts
are simply the energy ftux and momentum density, respectively,
(1/&)S, T,. 4-eg(p-t, 2, 3), which are
equal in view of the above expressions. Two dil'erent
expressions have, hsnvevcr, been suggested for S and •
and so for Ti,. -when the electromagnetic phenomena
take place in matter. In both cases the space part of
the energy·momentum tensor is the convent.ioaal·
Maxwell stress tensor. For S and g Abmham has re-

r._-

:h::0~~:p:s:;~;:~d::;:.:a;:e:u:n:r~
:Minkowski, however, proposed S-&(EXH), g. (1/&)
(DXB); D-,E, B•J&II, whick . entails a non-symmclric energy-momentum tensor, For a long time
Abmham's suggestion (the symmetric tensor) was
commonly acce})ted, but quito recently vo~ Laue1 has

=);""' p.,.

, • Pmcnt Bddreu: Department ot I'hyala, Univonity ol AJa.
bama, Uniwnlly, Alabnma.
,
1M. von Laue\ z, rh)'llk 128, 387
A. Sommerfeld,

~If:~~w:m~.r~>.~!L'3.~29,.

cw.

shown that only Mink.owaki's assumption leads to a
iay velocity (velocity of energy propap.tion) transfanning like the pa.rticlC velocity. This was oonsidered
as a weighty argument in favor of the noosymmetrical
energy·momentum tensor.
The &im of this note is to show by means of a very
simple thought experiment that only the symmetric
energy-momentum tensor satisfies simultaneously the
momentum conservation and center-of-mau theorems.
(We mean by the latter that the center of mau of the
system is at rest or moves with unifonn velocity if no
external forces are acting on the system. This holds ln
relativistic mechanics as well, with the provilo that in.
different Lorentz-frame~ we must, in geni:ral, identify
dift"ere~points as the center of masa. We, tw.ever, will

:~~~~::!~nth:..)lt frame o~)S!a-nc;t.arid so this

We imagine now two enclosures not subjected to
external forces. In each a wave parcel is traveling. In
one enclosure part of the path passes through a perfect,
nondispersive dieleetric (we will simply aay glass) where
the velocity of propagation is smaller than in empty
space. In the other enclosure we have an identical glasl
rod and an identical wave parcelj its path, however,
does not lel\d through the glus rod. For this reason iq
the latter enclosure, alter time '• the po.n:el and so the
mau aiiiOCiated with ita enel"l)" would be at a dilerent
point .than In the fint
Then H we would
IUppooe tliat the poi lOCI did not......, wbilo thepual

ead""''"·

